From this follows readily the meaning of (a, 6, c, d) . Putting, again, 
(7) could likewise be derived from (xp). For we have, by (a), (^), and (5),
(7) and (5) are thus seen to be special cases of (</>) and (\p). For what follows, however, (7) and (ô) will be amply sufficient.
Of the Fredholm determinant it is known that Determinanten, 1909, p. 467) , from which relation follows easily:
From (3) we derive the known fact:
Again, by (2), (4) and (5), we have To prove (7), we put w~ {a, 6, â}. We have, then, by (6)
On the other hand we have: (8) follows (7). Equation (7) Z) c / and D e >, however, can easily be shown to be entire functions of X, and, moreover, the zero points of D\ a accumulate nowhere. It follows, therefore, that (9) holds true for all X, particularly for X = l, that is, On the other hancj we have by ( If DaT^O and J9 C ?^0, so that â and c exist, then ë also exists, and we have ë = (â, c, a) + (â, c) + (c, a) + c; and similarly, if £> a^0 and PeT^O, so that â and £ exist, then c also exists, and we have c = (a, ê, â) + (a, ê) + (ê, â) + ë.
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